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post-planting delayed mortality of transported,

yearling rainbow trout from fear Oregon State Gems Commission

hatchery and rearing stations was conducted during the

liberating seasons of 1953 and 1954.

succeeding pages, the tern *delayed aortalitya will be

to denote the trout deaths which occur during a period of fr

to seven days following liberation. and apart tram

mediate hauling loss, delayed mortality generally can be expected

peaking

or fourth day, the loss pattern becomes Om of gradual

lets cessation, usually within the seven day period.

en extension of the earlier efforts of

other rkers at scms of the same localities, included two distinct

phases. It is the fenction of this paper to present an evaluation

of the principal physical and mechanical factors which have a

bearing on delayed losses, namely; enter temperature controls,

type of aeration system, and trout handling techniques. Andras

ester chemistry and the changes encountered in the SA, leade

11 be presented in a separate thesis by D. W. Linn with

SOME PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL FACTORS kW IN
MOOING DELAY= MORTALITY OF HATCHSRY-REARKD

RAIISOW

to commence about 24 hours subsequent to rel



shoe the investigation

should be read in order to best

vork described here*



lug

fish transfers

30 years. G. C.

is believed to

in rearing ponds

Oregon trout hatcheries for at least

superintendent at the Alsea Trout Hatchery,

first to have noticed such looses appearing

occupied by fie,* from other stations. The

errupted in 1941 and it ves not until 1946, after

World War II, that H. C. Hollotmon Gaza Commission biologist in

charge of lalso and stress mangenent, again began to stimulate

interest in the matter. As a result of placing additional

biologists in the fields sore frequent and better documented accounts

describing losses similar to those reported f hatchery

transfers ler

pattern of occurrence vas so icts however/ that it vas

neither feasible nor profitable at the time to devote the

sary effort or mampower to inquire into the matter. Most of the

trout involved worm smell fingerlings end, since the hatchery had

plenty and there ewe no reports of similar events ensuing libere..

tion into eild meters, the situation vas given little additional

thought.

In 1937,Dr. P. P. th, then chief of the department of

scientific Investigation in fisheries for the Gregon State Game

Coissiori, initiated inquiries and conducted a number of test

hauls vthich established the actuality of the problem. His pioneerk.



The problem vas

Research Unit in

year and intensi

graduate research essistim

tad the work of

vow/phis list
are

the Oregon Cooperative

studies

field investigations commenced in June of

westernpreeence in other

(8, p31), while working with

throat trout, reported

dying ma the day planting

had died. Reports of this nature lead to the suspicion that delayed

losses may take place lima artifically propaga

and released as Wades* *2

of delayed mortality is evidently of a threshold

proves fatal to only a portion of the fish tram-

us difference as it affects large and small

any particular liberating

be Losses have ranged free

with the average

ish larger than the existing minim= legal length

O. Saltzman and J. Sims

eat study is a continuation.

mortality are not known

asy reach wall intrust

showy agencies in California,

acknowledged a similar type of

trout which establishes its

Marta, Canada, Willer

of hatchery-reared cat-

two-year-old trout that began

by the fontesath day 46.8 percent

nut
952





METHODS AND APPARATUS

p.55 1952 studies, concluded that

layed losses were an almost inevitable result of trout trans-

portation operations approach t. the

current study nes to simulate normal transportation, methods under

conditions in which the variables (meld be controlled and measured.

The resultant delayed mortality was then compared with the variables

in an attempt to find correlations.

In the 1954 studies, four different liberation trucks of tee

basic aeration principles were employed. The transported fish

were rainbow trout, Salvo gairdneri Richardson, originating from

four separate Oregon State Game Commission hatche

experimental hauls mere made in ich the mechanical

factors were varied. These modificatime

experimental designs for the purpose

Purpose of Aeration

fish are moved

ike all vertebrate animals, require agy

large numbers of them are placed into a small volume of meters as

in * transporting tank, they qutoklY use up the available oxygen

and will suffocate if provisions for replenishing it are not made.



To meet this need, aeration systems tich constantly

.ter with dissolved oxygen have been devised to

of fish over long distances in small

Two of the vehicles used in the study had

aerated by an overhead spray device The principle this perti-

cular system is always the

aoy diffyr. Aeration is accoaplished by circulating the lei

and discharging it through spray nozzles back into the tank.

Copeland (2, p.194) regards this spraying action as highly.

because the water, during its dounsard fall, gathers oxyg

slaultancously releases carbon dioxide.

Starting with the water in the tank, the

is as fall
the bottom of

ranamission,

pipe that leads up

Here it is die

mese* of the

water is sucked through a screened opening in

and theme through an insulated pipe

repeated continuously 100

X31 Sete SO413.8 the pew

gaso

centrifugal Timm* This pump is usually mounted at the forward end

ven by a power take-011'5 train from the truck's

forces the water through another insulated

surface of the aeter in the teak



pped with type aeration

differed in design of circulating systea and water volume capacity.

The larger of the two, hereafter referred to as tank*A*2 holds 250

gallons of water When loaded to the spray

Chas below the top of the tank.

insulated on all sides, with the bottom being shaped

*V" to facilitate drftlning. A four inch outlet pipe is located at

the rear on the bottom of the tank and Is equipped with a screw-in

plug at the discharge end. A sliding-gate, not 'watertight, operated

from inside the tank byahand lever, keeps the fish from entering

the outlet pipe and eseapingiehtle the cap is being renoved. In

the center of the tank is a vertical baffle for reducing water

surge and slosh. Individual doors open on top of the tank to each

of the compartments separated by the baffle. Spraying is accomplished

through a row of nossles domi each side of the tank Pressure f

'praying is provided bya,

from the transmission. A detailed diagram of tank *A*

in Figure 12 page 9.

The smaller of the two

tank /SR 150

stately 8 inches

insulation is lacking. The

plug are essentially

tanks,

filled to within approxi

n is of weeds but

sliding-gate valve and

same as these in tank A. The tank is

ts by a center bane boards and

h section from the top: Regolarily spaced "saes in
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spraying action. Poser for the centrifugal mow

take-off* from the truckle transmission. Figure 22 p

givs the essential components of the tank in greater detail.

The two remaining fish liberation tank trucks

equipped with 'Venturi type aerators.

112 p.39)2 'vim as searching for

his

applying Bernoulli's theorem shiCh states that en

of a liquid is increased by forcing it through a snail

there is an accompanying decrease in its pressure (4 pp

In applying this behavior to fish tank aeration, a restriction in

the circulating line causes an increase in the velocity of the voter

sufficient to effect a drop in pressure below that of the atmospheres

By venting to the outside, air is

at this point The contrivance accompli

aspirator

(72 p«201). Water and air then pass through

agitation takes place to ensure a maximuu of o

tion (ibid2 p«202). Poser for producing the meter pressure is

supolied by a gasoline engine turning a centrifugal pump«

engine may be mounted at either end of the tank« In some cases

details of its construct&

the

called as

by Leitrits
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each having

more air is picked up

eater, and this surplus

in the fora of large

The tank, constructed of

La not insulated. A double burlap shirt 'ens fitted to cover all

but the saathou Lid an an effort to roam* heat absorptio

radiationfriction in the aspirator and stoosphorle temperatures.

Access to the tank is 'through a rectangular manhole uhich is covered

by a cleep. mc lid hold fast by four going-nuts This 11d, is not

Tank "C* refers to the California type tank, so nomad bum

t ass originally designed by the California Bureau of MI6 C

ion in 1948. Its capacity is 150 gallons *hen filled to the toe.

Venturi tanks need no air epees above the surface of the water

for spraying. According to laitritz (7, pp.198-205), complete

aeration of the ester is effected by pumping from two screened

suction ports in the lower front of the tank, forcing the eater

through the aspirator and mixing chamber. *Joh are mounted

um in a vertical position, and carried to the bottom of the

Bore the line is divided by means of a "T" Into two lines,

running inside sash frame member to the rear of the tank.

lines are then brought up and the cater discharged with a forward

tiou into the tank sear the buttes through two fi*-tail" pipes.

{coning oppratimatoly 1/8 by 5 inches.

the puRP suri be operated a 'take-off* from the trews-



watertight lawaysto of water are

accelerating or stopping the vehicle A 'V" bottom pered. rapid

draining through a six inch diecharge pipe. A, girt,

sliding-gate valve, operated from the top by a To handle prevents

from going into the pipe atilla the eerie-on cap is being

removed. A reend inspection port, nine inches in diameter and

covered with 1/2 inch clear plaxiglass is located on each side

of the tank for observation of the fish. Power for the centrifugal

pump is supplied by a Brigge and Stratton gasoline

at the forward end of the tank. Except for the rectangular make*

and nine inch diameter inspection port, this tank

the as that described by Leitrits (7, pp.199-204

tank to be described is the side-delivery Venturi

tank RD." Cs employed one aspirator and nixing

chamber in the process on, this unit uses six sePlratara

an is because

the utter into

nose cycle of atien

auotion

a screened opening on the loser left side. UPan

trifegal pump, the water is forced back through another insulated

that leads down the full length of the tank on the NAV= left

Six evenly spaced aspirators discharge the water directly

into the tank with a transverse notion. each aspirator has event



tube running to

on the inside mar

atmosphere near the former& end of the ant

The tank is constructed of enod and is insulated 'mall sides.

ter capacity is 175 gallons. The wVo shaped bottom* sliding-gate*

and sere in cap are similar to those of tank *C.* The ati by 3i

foot rectangular lid is held down Whinges atone end and a allA5r

latch at the other. As in the other Venturi tank* &small amount

of aster is loot when cornering* stopping or accelerating the truck

because the lid fit is net watertight. The power unit and pump

in Contrast to the other three tanks. Figure

be consulted for further

In order to attain coaparable transportation conditions

each expert t* a standardised haul was established as f

At the beginning of ea& study, sL dri was assigned to a truck

on air-pipe

bottom. The air.pipe is in turn vontoi to

for the duration of that particular sequence of tests. wow_ or

the transporting tanks obtained from the hatchery source at the

station of opera as the tanks were filled to their

proper levels the circulating systems

the loading of fish. Fish not previo 17 were used for

each haul* and in no case was the same filth hauled twice. Emnept

in Experiment IV* each tank was loaded with three_pounds of fish

per five gallons of water capacity. Immediately

length tank
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flab, a enter sample me Mr, Linn for

analysis and them the trucksdeparted.

Based on the wok of Saltzman (14 p.3), and the 19S3 studies,

trip of six hours duration Ms selected, and all fish to be

transported were starved 43 heirs in advance. Sianlated Planting

were made with the trucks ing to the hatchery of origin

the fish from each tank lore dipped by net into five gallon

and carried to individual ponds and discharged. The percent

ad uartalitY was then calculated from the number of fish observed

in each pond over a seven day Period. A second later SOW*

taken for analysis by 1W.. Linn at the end of the six hour trip

so that the Chemical champs during the haul could be determined

The trucks moved in caravan style maintaining the seen order of

procession while filling with water, loading fish, traveling en-

route and discharging. At 30

stopped so that temperature of the ea

checked, Fiore 4 page 17. Bemired temperatures

trolled by the addition of toe chipped from 'lakes

outside of the trucks, Figure 5, Page 17

tanks 'enre always kept empty mom

fish At night

discharge plugs 'ere BO tanks could

Upon completion of work at p the

with *Bio.pal OP before any
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Fig, 4 Trucks, in caravan formation, stopped
for te erature cheek,

1

- . .

e
.46-464

F

'4114

Fig, 5 Chipping ice into an overhead spray
tank to control water temperature.

17

41, -,44.
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Location of Hatcherie,

The Cascade Range d egori into eastern sad 'pastern

halves. Four experiments vere conducted fro* four Oregon State

Cams Couniseion trout betcheries, tve of vh eh vere usat of

cedes and the other ties yore east. Three of tests

the north-conducted at the Roaring River Trout Hatch*

vestern section of the states 11 miles east of Cr

County, at an elevation of opproveimately 250 feet. Originating

as snow and rain on the western elapse of the Cascades, voter

for hatchery purposes comes through -wooden pipe frat a smal oememt

den on Roaring Ri

A battery of

gates to divide a throe

Figure 6, page 19. 11me pickets were placed *maxima of one-hilf

*pert so as to be fish

of the meter. In some eases,

Soto* having

the eastern elope of the northern portico of

five miles north of Camp Shona% Jefferson C

elevation of 3,000 feet is Wizard lalie Trout Hatchery. The

hatchery gets its voter through vood pipe from an impounded wring.

Two experistents mere run et this station during the 1954 planting

Fish were held for post-hauling otatervatdon in *operate

t into 18

1

picket

enclosures

unrestricted now

mak hardware cloth

-widely spaced pickets,
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units each.

classes;

pens of ego

nds at the hatchery.

Kiarnath

of the Cascade Ranges and high

the eastern side of the Cascades.

Leaburg Trout Hatchery, on the

*mad gates into three

of Leaburgs Lane Coity, at 750 feet oloestions wee the site of

experiment. A concrete easel carries eater frma a mar dam on the

McKenzie River to the hate-hazy for fish culture purposes.

McKenzie River system drains a large area on the western slope of

the northern portion of the Cascade Range fron the Mammal* and

Santiam passes to the Willamette valley. Twelve large rectangul

size were utilised for observation

tad four Mlles

g fed hatcheries on

gular and

f Fort

southeastern section of the state.

tasted at t series

vse Performed at this station. Water far the Kisnath ?rout %Asher,

Goose from *ix impounded spring*. Observation peed* were of three

types; large, outdoor rectangular; nediurn sized, covered rectangular;

and small, rectangular indoor.

Briefly* the four hatcheries can arbitrarily' be Put into

low altitude, river fed hatcheries on the western side



Uncontrollable Veriab100

The folloming variables are recognis

having occurred:

Strain of be Roaring River

and Klamath trout h

bow trout. Originally sere spring spawning fish, but

through selective breeding, fish culturists

spaining strain. The flak from the foregoing

the progeny of the original Oregon inPart of fail aPaaalaN

to the MDKensje

Falls Trout Hatchery were spring aPalaiag stook from the Unit"
States Fish and Wildlife Service hatchery at Beimeume, Idaho.

These fish sere gsmmaialy more vigorous firmer

flesh than mere these from the other stati

factor of fish condition mill be

to the experiments conducted at the

trout hatcheries.

2. Hatchery diets. Tbe diets fed to the transported fish

varied among the four hatcheries. The economics involved in

kinds quantity and price of food

the primary reason for the fluctuat

of meal and meat in each hatchery diet is given in Table 1, page

22. Notice the high percentage of meal fed at the Roaring River

Hatchery as compared to that fed at the lizard Falls Hatchery. Tbe

transported fiat from the Wisird

flab mere fall spasning

a fall

ble to each hatchery INN

An approximate percentage



possible effects of diet v1/1 be

"oral occasions tb. starvation

*attics and water mat. At described premien/1y

the factor of hatchery location and water supply varied free ens

nut; bowever, imeertanee at concerns this

lever was the starvation p

transportation of the fish

longer. At 'Wizard Falls,

tarvatica period for three hauls wee 67 houTh. Al]. hauls at

the Klamath Hatchery had starvation periods exceeding 48 hours with

eight being tee were 84 and tee of US hours. in view of the

work of Phillips (9, p.124), who starved rainbow trout for 14 'looks

without deaths, it is felt that timee deviations frees the

load 48 hours starvation period had little or no effect upon the

e*perinental result*.



Duration of haul. All hauls re of six hours duration

cept *WI an unforeseen delay caused the tracks to be rot Bore

than 15 minutes late returning to the hatcheries. On one trip out

of the Wizard Falls Hatchery, 'trouble with

trucks to be 40 minutes late. No increase mortal

observed on this or any other overtime haul.

Changes With time. As the sur we on, the mcatchable

trout retained by the hatcheries for experimental purposes increased

in size and the number per p decreased. Since the tanks were

loaded en a pounds of fish per gallon of water basis, this

that fewer but larger fish mere being transported in a given

of water during the latter part of the liberating season. Also, the

amount of sunlight per day and eater temperature at the hatcheri

ing slow but steady changes

engine caused the

change 118$ SO gradual and since no correlation with time could be

found, it is assumed that these variations did not significantly

affect the test results.

There are ether minor variables not

believed that their common existen

to efface any pronounced effect.

Bernee the meters of the
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- The Effects of
an

t that the metabolic

factors in es tab

ELIMRDIgNIS

Meet of the 1951 field wort was confined to test

selected leads and probing for new

arrived the following spring, several promising ideas'WM

agenda to be tested. The assistance of Dr. Lyle D.

statistician for the Agricultural Experiment Station at

State College, was enlisted in planning the intim o

liberating season

experiments

so as to make possible the application of statistical analysis,.

Four basic experiments *ore conducted in uhich use was made of a

factorial arrangement of two sets of treatments with twit replio

tions. The first experiment was planned in 04449rteinV.8tigate

the influence *fester temperature and type of aeration grahne

delayed mortality. From the findings of this first emporium

evolved three additional studies which proved helpful in

&oat the nature of the problem of

t was pointed that delayed losses vere

stood with trout transportation operations..

kway (10, p.65) for several years it has been

the limiting

ties of holding equipment.



uric acid and carbon dioxide. Another lint

shock caused by accelerated activities of the

and unloading as well as the transportation. If delayed losses

are du* to lethal eatoestrations of metabolic products or a neero.

physical shook, it enald logical to effect a control of these

by reducing the rate of metsbZtsn.

Water temperature ha* long been recognised as a chief factor

regulating the basis vmstabalian of fish in nature. With this in

an experiment was designed to test the influence of eater

on delayed mortality. By utilising a factorial design,

possible to simultaneously test the influence of type of

aeration system on delayed losea.

The three val 47 and 5 were picked to represent

medium and sera teeperatures usually enema.red in transporting

trout Tanks *14,* *B" and aew were selected because they represented

three different kinds of liberating units. Each level of cater

tare ves carried tidos in each tank during a six day period.

tanks the temperature water on a single day

The experimental design is given in Table 2, page 26. Thewaverimeat

'was conducted first at Roaring River Betake/7 and then repeated the

following week at Wizard Falls Hatcher. resultant percent

delayed loss for each tank at each temperature is present." in Table

3, pogo 26,

for Wizard Falls Hatchery.

the Roaring River Hatchery and Table

25



TABLE 2

INSSIGN FM =wow

TABLE 3

LOSS AT THE ROARING RIM 'WAIT RiVORMI,
Jun 28 titULI 3, 1954

Tank 4707.

Tank "A*
23.32
8.83

0.82
0.82

0.07
0.18 5.67

Tank 15.58
6.82

8.78
0.30

0.58
' 0.29

Tank nu 0.38
0.13

0.23
0.29

0.17
0.39 0.30

9. 1.37 0.28

Task *A*

Ronda* 550r. voy. 4007.
Tuesday 40 55 47
Wednesday 47 40 55
Thursday 55 40 47
Friday 47 55 40
Saturday 40 47



0.00
0.20

0.31
0.00

Tank Be

Tank *Bit

Tank sa*

MOUT DELAY= LOSS AT TM WIZARD FALLS TR= HATCH,M`
JOLT 7 12, 1954

of data re first tested by analysis

any differenea due to tanks, tairamture

between tanks and temperature. At the 95 Wasn't

confidence level, the factor of temperature proved to be significant

in both experisent..a. Tanks, howersw, shoved a significant difference

in Table 3 only. The difference due to Interaction was not sigmifi

cant in either case. Upon clams examination of the statistical

calculations, same doubt vas cast open their validity ahem it us

discovered that the 1110.1actiallit seemingly necessary far the selected

analysis did not hold true. One of the assumptions basic to the

analysis of variance wreath is that the popnlatie0 variances are

Any set of individuals (or objects) having sane common cbm'l
characteristic constitutes a population (3, p.31



ual. In Table

are in Table 4.

While

gh

of

varianoes are not equal, even

ins square rest of the pert:testes*

computed in an effort to equalise variance, without emcees

t the final conclusions due to this

everiment, it c that hate rainbow trout from

be small, the statistical analysis will omitted in

correlation wee* teaperature and delayed

nortality. The results of the experiment clearly illustrate that

age prcent lose due to delayed mortality is greatest at

nd smallest at 400F., 'with losses at 47°F.

In Table 3 the percent delayed loss for six hauls was

550F., 1.87 at 47°F. and 0.28 at 400F. The losses in Table 4 vire

of a greatly reduced magnitude but the correlation pattern remained

the same with the mesa percent delayed losses for six hauls being

0.42 at 550F., 030 at 470F. and 0.07 at 400F.. The pooled MOOR

IDES of the combined toe experiments ens 4.82 percent at 55°F

1.09 percent at 47°F. and 0.18 percent at 400F..

temperature, in this ease, is not the cure of

bu the oentrols By levering the water temperatures

sea are slowed doss until at near 40°F. less

the transported fish die a delayed death,. The

rate reduces thspreduction of toxic substances

and_makee the fish susceptible to shock. On the basis of this



these two itatiose will suffer insignificant delayed

porting voter temperatures are eomtrelled to 400F..

Ath temperature, the experimental results clearly Wiest,

vhich type of aeration device bss on delayed,100111.11.

aeon percent lass suffered V' fish transported in over-

A. and mB were 5.67 and 5.39 respectively, ehile

Venturi aerated tank "e" were 0.30. The losses shoue

Table 4 followed the same pattern with mean percent losses of 0.26

and 0.41 in tanks 641.* and no' and 0.12 in tank 'IC.' The peeled

percent loss of the ocabined experiments lore 2.97 and 2.90

those

tanks 'Als and *Bs" and 0.21 for tank *C.

resulting from fish transported in teak nol

any taveraturfa *Ile those

tanks is an effective

tea hatcheries.

The delayed losses

never as

teak ne var. as
in tank nit as high an 15.5a percent.

that the use of Venturi **rated

delayed losses at these

higher rate of delayed losses in the overhead spray tank

believed to be due directly to theassignor tank and

aymtem. In the section on methods usistiest vas made that

erhead *rpm tanks were mot completely/Med dostethe necessity

Or area above the surface of the meter for spraying. With room

or the -eater to neve *bout, there eas a great deal of surge *ad

slosh within the compartments of the tanks des to the staPPing,

starting* maneuvering and jostling of the trucks overcurious types



of roads. The constant change in

not

then
_

metabolic rate.

physical. injury to the 11" but also kept

continual state of excitement and activity prolonging 404

There is also the possibility that the fiek reeeived

and force of the 'aims,

time physical abuse upon casing in direct tact with the

ejected free the sorry lee wmiersonsiderablap

The Venturi tank vely free from these disadvantages.

Design of the aeration sys allowed complete filling of the tank

and * subsequent reductl of surge and slosh By admitting

circulated* oxygenated eater at the rear of the tank awl sucking

t out the front* a definite current was established within the

allowing the flak amens of orienting theme's* V

aeration also eilivivtotes any possible injury trawl/refiring.

The large difference in the extent of the delayed mortalities

between the too hatcheries is possibly explained by the *train of

fish tramported and the percent of_mal and meat lathe. diets

Se (15, PP 3.44) and Wales (24 pp.125-127)* reporting

survival of hatchery trout ems little doubt that fish condi

is &primary determining factor of survival. In the section under

uncontratUdeAtivaiables* it vas pointed eat that the fish tram.

ported from Wiserd tells Hatchery ware imam:I:kV i1er, more

vigorousmei of firmer flesh than yore those from Roaring Rives*

The fall spooning stock at Roaring River Hatchery has

selectively bred for else* $wtr end egg prodestim

vhich has resulted in a large, fast growing but relatively ft*



150 p.8) eras* as among

tadasslod
causes

(7)

fish. The difference in condition of the fish from

hatchery as compared may sel be the reason for the

superior survival at Wizard loll. Hatchery

The diet fed the experimental fish at Roaring River Batche

consisted of 25 percent meal and 75 percent meat and fish p

The corresponding diet at Wizard Fills Hatchery contained 5 percent

meal and 95 percent met and fish products. Without going into the

details of the constituents of each meal, meat and fish product,

it is apparent that Roaring River Hatchery diet ea' mach higher

carbohydrates than was that at Wizard Falls Hate

effect of increased, carbohydrate concen

(5, 13.193), while working with hatchery-

New iork state, concluded that degeneration of the

by: (1) the addition of fat, or fat and carbehydra

the diet; (2) overeating; (3) lank of smacear activity. Sehmck

survival

high pe

ending, "high leads

(among other things) to detrissntallY high growth rates; (3relative

lack of exorcise; (A) artificial conditions 'here little or

foraging for food is necessary; (5) relative freedom from predators

(6) relative stability of water teratures the year round

inued domestication of hatchery breeders; ($) intentional

unintentional selection of brood fish for performance lathe

hatchery, i. 0., for rapid growth ratelarge egg production, eta.;

of fate carbohydrates in the diets; (2)



(9) relative *been= of

II The

transporting

method* Much of SChuck'sreasoning substantiate, the conclusion

that the 'arrival potential of Wizard Falls fish exceeded that of

the fish from Roaring River Hatchery.

Lew

means of controlling delved mortalities, is not maintained.

On one hot summer der ituuliired 540 pounds of ice to cool one

tank to a c

an average of

Not only was the ice inconvenient to carry

to handle, but sometimes

In an effort to dispense with this problae4 it was

the_effectiveness of *hypnotic drug reducing

mortalities.

Based on the findings of Reese 130 p.1

selected to be used in every haul at the rate of 0 grain per

gall of water. The experiment was run at Roaring River Eatelnur7

"B tanks. Each tank carried controlled water

of 4'7°F. and 55°F. WA* having the same

tare control In both tanks en any me day, ?he Venturi

tion tank and

During the 18 hsnla of Experiment

pounds of ice was used in each tank

Delay Mortality

0 while being an effective

the trucks _gad kiwi

supply was hard to f

ided to test

temperature control

32

oh day.
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_eliminated fr

reduce delayed losses. The experimental results are given in T/0)1.

5*

Tank

Tank "B

percent mortalities in thi

sodium amytal is not effective reducing delayed nortelities at

Roaring Hatchery.

The failure of sodium maytal to be effective at 55°F. is

gained by Ewen' (12, p.1) vho states that at 52.1. and grow

loses its effectiveness, and at 55°F it is lost completely

to be effeetive at 47°F. is possibly explained

this experiment in view of their proven ability to

PER MATED LOSS IN SODIUM MT&
EXPERIMENT, JULY 20-23, 1954

5

23.57
27.57

10.06
15.98

percent delayed lass, at 5507 is _19.30,

In Table 3 there no sodi.um amytal

delayed loos in the overhead spray tanks

2.68 at 47°F.. Be no decrease

4.82
0.83

3.42
2.09

2.79

33
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thig.foul"Ilia until (14/4'S. uttik.a zubbw_nhst,-Inta,:tiabit,4tr Msing

and loadings see Figures 7 and fis page 15* AALW mi of the

standardized six hour heal the fish were dipped frost the liberating

tanks into buckets and carried abort distancs to the obserntisso

Po* and release&

Falls Ha

use of gate.tpe crawlers loot the fish for sej8ag and

loading This method is aiperier because the flab

a concentration of desaying tette end fish *led prior to loading.

six hour

1 Pon*.

ponds perittod. the





by 9wsing is considered SOAUK' ea fish because

quicker al* does not require hinvidl#4,

In Experiment It the overall intensit

greater at Roaring River Hatchery than it vas at the other trout_

station, To -determine if the euperi3r survival rate at Wizard ells

Hatchery was influenced by the relati

unloading techniques, a test

the rougher methods used at Roaring River Hatchery.

TABLE 6

MR=ET MATED LOSS AT WIZARD PAW LOADING AX)
UNLOAD EXUfft ZJLT 26-29, 1954

more gebtle_3114.4

latter hatchery e1aØng

Tank 0.07
0.00

0.10
0,00

Ta 0.51 0.57
0.33. 0.59

0.23 0.32



that theylleve little effect uPeadeleicd mortalities.

Temperature* in is case, did not follow the use correlati

noted. The percentage mortality see 0.09

higher_ at 470F. than it apes at 55°F.. TIOA dif f *ranee *MU be

resat of vidmail chsreoteriptics of the tanks and fish rather

temperature.

!heti rougher /fading and unloading techniques did not increase

to determine

if gentle methods woad decrease mortalities at Roaring R

as had been

delayed losses at Wizard Falls Hatch wit a teat

Ha hery. The mere gentle procedure involved transferring the fish

ter while semi 'sighing and loading*

At the end of the six hour haul, the fist

into observation ponds instead of using buckets as before.

Wisard Falls rough hend3ing 14444 The Reda percent delayed mortali-

ties are tabulated in Table 7, pegs 39.

ature leads to the conatilicion

old red-type grader so tha
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7

must_ not be idered efficient In reducing delayed

Roaring River Hatchery.

iztice again the high temperature - high 6alayed rtality, low

tempo ture - low delayed mortality correlation ahowed up signif

cantly. The repeated appearance of this correlation establishes

its validity, especially at the Roaring River Hatchery.

AT ROARING RIVER LOADING Ale)
dT, AUGUST 16.49, 1954

Ta 47e1P.

Tank
27.51
17.56

2.82
2.51

Tank 15.32
8,24

8.99
6.55

17.16 5.22

In Experiment percent delayed loss at the Roaring

River Hatchery for the overhead spray teat loads.iota 13.64 4 55,

and 2.68 at 47°F.. Table 7 shows a percent delayed loss of

17.16 at 55°F. and 5.22 at 47°1.. The gentle handling techniques

did not decrease mortalities at either temperature, and therefore,



Coma ion

a tee

to reduce delayed mortality.

Temperature vas eliminated as a factor for consideration

this experiment because it did not affect delayed losses of fish

transported in Venturi aerated tanks. Temperature trolled

470F. in all losds however, to insure uniform conditions within

tanks. A factorial design was utilised with the ten variables

of meter circulation*

Load density was selected

Ir. Linn indicated that Venturi tanks Tore capable of satisfactorily

carrying more than three pounds of fish per five gall of water.

or this experiment, the densities of 100 and 1.2 pounds of

per gallon of toter were ahem

When paver for circulation of the water is

take-off from the

with the gear engaged

dependent *aurae of pe

ilp to dire

soiled of the track. The use of an in-

nekee it possible to maintain steady

speed

aeration pressures regardless of traveling speeds. Tanks

and mID used in this experimat vire each equipped with a gasoline

engine for pump operation The rate at shloh these engines operated

'es previously controlled by a act by each

driver. The faster the pimp* circulated the meter, the greater was

looity and iurbulene within the tanks.

of c3. sification being curadtir of fish per



alsoacomesponding increase in the availability

newly aerated water. To determine the advantages

low circulation speed, these two factors varied in

this teat. The

ter pres

of the circulating

desired level by use of a

tent rate.

The first half of gaperiann

Hatchery and the second half

and

The experimental design is presented in Table 8, page 42 1310

percent delayed mortality suffered at the two stations of

operation is ahem in Table 9, page 43.

Of the fish transported in tank the mean percent delay

loss at high circulation speed was 0.39, and at 'Airspeed it

1.85. In unit n,the aerated'

tank through two 5 by inch rectangular openings,

water is exhausted through two suction ports at the front of the

tank At low circulating speed, the ta front flow established

gauge mounted oath. discharge side

sures weremaintained at the

coutrollief engine speed

a definite current, relatively free from turbulence, to which the

fish mere able to orient themselves. 1though there was a small

additional increase in turbulence current at high speed, the

fish exhibited no difficulty in maintaining position in

and appeared cal* after the usual initial excitement from weighing

and loading.



Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

sada

p.p.24.

01:78

speed indicates th

TABLE 8

lb. fish/gal, voter
lb. fish/gal. voter
lb. fish/gal. water .
lb. fish/gal. eater

a

e

value of 7.86 p.p.

be semi from these

"C loads aerated at high speed circulations dissolved

oxygen averaged 9059 p.p.m. at the beginning of hauls and dropped to

8.45 p.p.o. after six hours. Dissolved oxygen centrations,

pump was operated at low weed

provided with a surplus.

The difference of 1.73 P10.16 bet

low circulating speed
ow circulating speed.

high circulating weed.
high circulating speed.

HA

Tank no Tank

from an

rapidly circulated leads enjoyed higher dissolved *mut at the

start of the trips and apparantly either needed lam dissolved

oxygen was availti)le to those fish in the latter category.

a

IBABURG HATCHERY

Tank °CR Tank M0



Low
circulation
speed

Ta

nigh

Low
circulation
speed

Tank High
Mil circulation

speed

Pooled Co

TAMS 9

PERCENT DELAYED LOSS AT LEMUR Aid) =MATH
TROUT HATCHERIES DURING VENTURI COMPARISON TEST,

Auauser 23 amnia 41 1954

3.85
4.30

2.72

0.20
1.18
0.95

0.98

1.75

0.57
0.34
0.00

0.30

0.19
8.02
6.01

2.

2.

1.30
0.75
0.90

0.98

0.00
0.00
0.00

0.03

0.49

0.16
1.29
0.14

0.53

4.90
1.84
1.87

2.87

1.70

.10

2.18

Tank Circulation 1.0 lb. fish 1.2 lb. fish
speed per gal. 1120 per gal. H20

1.85

0.39

1.12

0.142



reverse

the beginning and 0.11 p.

high

speed amd 3.94 at high speed. Dissolved oxygen content averaged

8.56 p.p.m. at the begin:dal/ and 7.27 p.p.a. at the end of the low

speed hauls, and 8.15 p.p.n. at the start and 7.16 p.p.n. at the

finish of the high speed loads. Instead of the increase in dissolved

expected in circnaataxioss of acre rapid circulation,

steerage of 0.4 len
the end of each trip.

Turbulence in tank "Do use quite able even at low ciroale-

tion speed. The freshly aerated voter scharged trim a raw of

Venturi sets along the bottom, right side of the tank. The constant,

transmite force of the entering water caused a general rolling union

within the tank. At low engine

and did mot een to affect the f

definite current for orientation, the f

lailled about a great deal during

subj low pumping speed exhibit average of 2.11 p.

law dims Ted oxygen than that circulated

t a faster pace.

The inereaded dissolved omens with little addi el2Ces

seemingly served to put the fish wee at ease and help surpress

excessive rate of metabolism in the high speed heals. This

grasping at strew but it may possibly explain the lowered 1

experienced with high rate of circulation in tea* *C.

itiss in tank VI loads oomxermi

0.42 percent at low eircula-

The man ent



delayed loss far all heals in

a density of 1.0 pounds of fish per gallon of

20 percent at

and 1.10 percent

at a density of 1.2 pomade per gallon. These averaging xresent

12 trips at each Poundage. While it is not thought that heavier

load densities will alwwyrs result in fewer delayed losses, it is

circulating speed "No the greater barge velocities

at the Venturi sets a noticeably increased turbulence.

The rolling notion of the water accelerated to a near boil*

onsiderable surface foaming. The fish lave observed to be unable

to maintain position and were carried around the tank by the foree

of the water.

The possibility exists that the greater effort expended by

the fish in fighting turbulence increased their respiratory rate

icientay to acre than use up WV additions' oxygynt produced by

high rate of circulation. The corresponding la:means in surtabolina

may have been another contributing factor to the greater mortalities

at high circulation speed.

Very interesting results ware obtained regarding load densities.

past* it was awned that the fewer the fish per gallon of

the better the rate of synths'. This assumption may be

in Yost instances, but in this ease it was rot. ineept for

tank "D** low circulation weed heals the mean percent delayed

loss los always higher in the low density loads. The average



gallon of

The advantages or disadvantages of high and lea circulating

speed depend upon the design of *oration derive under

cider*tion.High rate of circulation is desirable an long as it increases

dissolved omen content and does not increase to a level

detrimental to the fish being transported. In tank "Cs fast

tion rate vas 'while in tank 'ID" it was not.

A C(SEN114011 of all the factors tested fevers tank *C.* The

average percent delayed loss for tank *D* vas 2.18 and far tank

"G* it vas 1.12. The reciiesendation is made that construction of

fish liberating tanks should In based on the 'Venturi aeration system

used in tank "C.*



AND GONCLUSIONS

hauls from four Oregon Stat

Coemdasion trout hatcheries mere made during the 1954 summer

ing season in a study of the post-planting delayed mortality of

atchery-reared, rainbow trout, Salm° gairdneri Richardson. The

concern of this paper has been to present an evaluation of

physical and mechanical factors tested. Analysis of the ter
chemistry 'sill be presented in a separate thesis by B. W. Linn

with than the study ists Jointly conducted.

The ameraness of delayed mortality dates back at least 30

years, but it vas not until 1937 that the actuality of the preblen

vas established. In 1950, the Oregon Cooperative Wildlife Research

Unit initiated an investigation of mhich the current study is a

continuation. Delayed losses occurring within Wien days after

release from liberation vehicles have been reported byOregon,

California, Arisen*, Washington and Idaho.. The mymptoms of im-

pending delayed losses are described.

In this study, fear different liberation tracks of

aeration principles mere employed. A description is given of the

overhead spray and Tenteri aeration devices as moil as the four

individual tanks.

Previous investigation had that delayed losses am

probably inevitably associated with trout transportation operati

With this in advd., simulated Planting heels sere mad* 'with. the

47



the hatchery of origin

Into individual ponds

period. six hour* atainlardised haul nas *stab

uniform!.ty in all but the variables selected far testing.

relative t

del

was 9.21

orrelatIons Isere then sought between the percent delayed

the contrelled variable*.

As in wet field investigations there eeze onveral variables

practical control. These s (1) strain of fiats trams-

ported) (2) hatchery diets; (3) hatchery loaatlota and eater supply;

(4) starvation period; (5) duration of haul, and (6) physiological

charges in the !loth as season advocated.

Each tap ?twat organised around a fad

sets at treatments with two replications.

designed to test the offsets of

OR

gh

ty. la the

of eater temperature and type

percent delmed Ices f

RI

meat

aeration

hauls

at 47°F. amni0.28 at 404)1'.. At eland Una*

a sindlar study ware of a greatly rakteed magattaimo

correlation pattern remained the same with the mean percent

larad losses for six hauls being 0.42 at 55°F., 0.30 at 47°

48



and 0 a

ments was 4.82 percent at 5

percent at 4o07..

The losses enema

the effect of teverature

18 times Isere severe in overhead spray tanks than in Venturi aerated

tanks. The final portion of the study at mother station followed

the same pattern although overall losses were far fewer. In all
experiments, delayed loss in Venturi tanks Inverexceeded one percent

at any temperature iJ.e overhead spray tank losses occasionally

reached as high as 2332 percent.

A study on the use of sodium =via as II memo at reducing

delayed losses revealed no reduction in mortality resulting from

the application of the drug at Roaring River hatchery

of water temperature below 500F.

di

A third experiment involving the use of "rough handling

techniques at Wizard Falls and *gentle" methods at Roaring River,

did not produce losses stgaticantay different from those experi-

enced when handling was'normal" at these stations Again high

th hightemperature was found to show a sign

first half of the

again shown

the combined two expwi

at 47°F. arvi 0.18

49

delayed losses

Venturi aerated Ivery of oxygenated water

was compared to Venturi aerated iose circulated water

entered the tank from the War. The variables evaluated sere density



load and speed of

five then larger at
higher rate.

high Cirelaittite

01111111t

in tank 600- lore

circulating speed than they wee at the

no marked increase in turbulence at

there on approximately 2 p.p.m.

more dissolved =nen available as measured at the beginning and end

the hauls than there vas at the lover pumping rate. in tank

the losses were reversed in magnitalie with the high speed

hauls producing nearly 10 time as many delayed mortalities as

vere produced at low rate. Dissolved oxygen content at the start

and finish of the hauls varied little betvosu the two speeds, lot

there vas a great deal more turbulence at high rate circulation

This fourth experismot also revoilmi that Om* were twice as maw

mortalities at a load density of 1.0 pound of fish per gallon of

later as there were at a density of 1.2 pow& per gallon. A

comparison of all factors shoved that tank "Gil loads toffered mes-

half as maw mortalities as did those carried in tank HD

The conclusion to be dram free those exponents are as

water taersture of 10°F. offered an

rol of delayed mortalities from Roaring

oh trout hatcheries.

ineffective as a moans of controlling *awed mortalities

as used at Roaring River Hatchery.



Variation of 1

significant' offset delayed

River or Wizard Falls hatcheries.

Use of Venturi aerated liberating units offered effect

control of delayed losses from all four stations of operation.

The California type Venturi

the side-delivery design

rtalities at Labors: and Klanath trout ha

factors of dist fish condition, voter t

liberating tasks and density of fish per gallon of trans.-

inter may have au important bearing on delayed

aork should include exploration of their

individual and cumulative effects.
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